sizes
sizes and
and ages
ages of the
the selected
selected regions
regions
are
are shown).
shown). A
A comparison
comparison with
with similar
similar
work on
DIGSshows
shows that
on other
other resolved
resolved DIGs
the
the level
level of recent
recent star formation
formation in
in NGC
NGC
3109
3109 is
is quite
quite high,
high, aa fact
fact which
which is
is probprobably
ably related
related to
to the
the size
size of the
the galaxy.
galaxy.
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Probing the Hidden
Hidden Secrets of Seyfert Nuclei
Nuclei
Probing
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The nuclei of active galaxies
galaxies are clearly among the most spectacular and violent places that can be found in our
present universe.
universe. Most extreme are the
bright Quasars,
Quasars, where we observe a total energy output equivalent to a large
galaxy cluster from galactic core regions
comparable in size to our solar system.
In addition to optical and radio radiation
we often observe intense X-ray and
even energetic Gamma radiation as well
weil
as collimated streams of matter moving
at velocities close to the velocity of light.
Most currrent theories assume that
the enormous radiation power of active
galactic
galactic nuclei (AGNs) is produced by
massive rotating black holes residing in
the dynamical centres of these galaxies.
Swallowing surrounding material at

40

rates up to about one earth mass per
second, such black holes give rise to
huge rotating
rotating magnetic fields and electric current systems which can explain
the astonishing properties of these systems.
However,
research
However, in spite of a large research
effort during the past decades we are
still lacking a reliable
reliable observational confirmation of the basic physical models of
the AGNs and our knowledge of the
detailed physical processes occurring in
AGNs is still highly incomplete. One
reason for the slow progress of our
reason
understanding of the AGNs is the great
distance of most active galaxies which
makes it impossible to resolve the active
nuclei by direct imaging techniques.
Furthermore,
Furthermore, during the past decade it

increasingly evident that in
became increasingly
many AGNs the central engines are
behind
not directly visible but hidden behind
opaque dusty matter concentrations
along the line of sight. Even in the case
of nearby Seyfert galaxies (the nearest
AGNs), direct optiknown examples of AGNs),
cal radiation from the centre of the active nuclei seems to be observed only in
Moreover, when diexceptional cases. Moreover,
rect radiation is detected, it is often mixed with light of the normal stellar galactic core and with emission from circumH 11 regions ionized by
nuclear normal HI1
stars.
Fortunately, modern observing techFortunately,
niques provide various methods to overcome some of the observational difficulties mentioned above. High-resolution

spectroscopy
allows to separate
spectroscopy often allows
separale
the
components which contriIhe different components
contri·
bute to Ihe
the (on
(on direct images)
images) unrebute
solved
cores. When the galactic
solved galactic cores.
hidden from
local dust
from us by local
cores are hidden
absorption,
radiation fields can
can
absorption, their
Iheir radiation
sometimes
determined indirectly
sometimes be delermined
from
effects on
on the
Ihe interstellar
interstellar gas in
in
!rom its effecls
the
Finally, recent
proIhe host galaxies.
galaxies. Finally,
recent progress in
in infrared
infrared imaging
imaging techniques
lechniques
possible to penetrate part
part of
makes it possible
absorbing dust layers
layers and
look
the absorbing
and to look
deeper into the hidden
hidden central
central regions of
the AGNs.
AGNs.
In this paper we shall report
report about our
In
experience
experience with
with these methods at the
Ihe
recent
ESO telescopes
telescopes during various recenl
observing runs.
runs. Because
Because of limited
limited
observing
space we shall restrict
report mainly
mainly
restrict this report
to
results on
on the two particularly
particularly inter10 resulls
esting emission
galaxies NGC
NGC 5728
esting
emission line galaxies
IC 5063.
5063. NGC
NGC 5728 is a prominent
prominent
and
and IC
barred spiral
spiral with a Seyfert 2 nucleus.
nucleus.
barred
An account of its
its basic
basic properties
properties and a
photographic image of this galaxy
galaxy can
can
photographic
found in
in an earlier issue
issue of the
Ihe
be found
Messenger (cf.
[I]). IC
PKS
(cf. [1)).
IC 5063 (= PKS
2048-572)
is an
an early-type
early-type radio
radio galaxy
2048-572) is
known mainly for its
its pronounced
known
pronounced dust
lanes. In
In addition
addition to data on these two
lanes.
galaxies, a few resulls
results on
on the
galaxies,
Ihe prototype
protolype
Seyfert
NGC 1068
1068 will be
rebe reSeyfert 2 galaxy NGC
ported.
ported.

Improving the Angular Resolution
Resolution
Improving
by Means
by
Means of Spectroscopy
Spectroscopy
In the optical
optical spectral range
range AGNs are
In
usually identified
identified by the characteristic
characteristic
usuaUy
emission line spectra produced
produced in
emission
in their
Broad-Line and
and Narrow-Line
Narrow-Line Aegions
Regions
Broad-Line
(BLRs and
and NLRs).
Compared to most
(BLAs
NLAs). Compared
NLR spectral
stellar spectra
spectra even
even the NLA
rather broad
broad and
and have Dopfeatures are rather
pler widths of.several
of-several hundred
hundred km
km S-1
s-' or
more. Hence, on first glance it seems
seems
not to make
make sense to observe these
Ihese
spectra with high
resolution.
spectra
high spectral
spectral resolution.
However, as illustrated
by Figura
Figure 1, high
high
However,
illustrated by
resolution spectra
spectra of AGNs can
in fact
resolution
can in
provide
provide important information.
informalion. The upper
Figure 1 shows long-slit
per part of Figure
and [N
[NII]
It]
spectrograms of the Ha and
6584 A
NGC 5728 obtained
obtained with
6584
Alines of NGC
the ESO
ESO CASPEC
CASPEC spectrograph.
speclrograph. The
The
horizontal
coordinate corresponds
horizontal coordinate
corresponds to
10
(expressed as a relative
relative
wavelength (expressed
Doppler velocity)
Doppler
velocity) while the vertical
vertical coorlocation of the emission
dinate gives the location
along the
projected spectrograph
along
the projected
spectrograph slit.
slil.
The centres
centres of the two lang
long slil
slit spectra
spectra
correspond (in
(in velocity)
velocity) to
10 the systemic
systemic
correspond
NGC 5728 (as
(as derived
derived from
velocity of NGC
the absorption
absorption lines of the stellar component) and (in
ponent)
(in space)
space) to the
Ihe dynamical
centre of Ihe
the galaxy. Hence, a monomonocentre
emitting the cortorchromatic light
light source emitling
responding
spectral lines
lines and moving
moving
responding spectral
NGC 5728 would prowith the
the centre
centre of NGC
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Figure 1:
1 : Emission-line
of NGC 5728.
spectrograms
Figure
Emisslon-line profiles of the nucleus of
5728. On top are long-slit
long-sllt spectrograms
of the cores of Ihe
{Nil] 6584
Is a
the Ha and [NII]
6584 profiles, oblained
obtained wilh
with an EW slit orien/allon.
orientation. Below is
tracing (oblalned
(obtained by integrating
[0111] 5007 profile.
lracing
In/egraling along the
Ihe slit)
slil) of the full {Dill}
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[0111]
[OIII] 5007 A line
line (Iower
(lower part of Figure
Figure 1),
I),
unresolved component correwhere the unresolved
sponds to the redshifted
redshifted peak.
EAST
A velocity difference of more
more than
200 km
s-' between
between the whole NLR and
and
km S-1
the dynamical
dynamical centre of its host galaxy
appears highly unlikely
unlikely in
in all
all current
appears
AGN models.
AGN
models. Hence,
Hence, it seems
seems much
much
more plausible to explain
explain the spectrosassuming that in
in the
copic results by assuming
case
case of NGC
NGC 5728
5728 only the red
red wing of
the NLR profiles is observed, while the
matter producing
producing the rest of the NLR
profile
(i.e., in
in fact,
fact, most of the NLR)
NLR) is
profile (i.e.,
hidden from us by dust absorption. With
hidden
a slightly larger amount of dust absorpNGC 5728 could
could probably not even
even
tion NGC
be recognized
recognized as an
an active galaxy.
galaxy.
Another example of the effects of cir+0',' 5
in an
an AGN
shown in
in
AGN is shown
cumnuclear dust in
Figure
Figure 2,
2, where we reproduce
reproduce line
line profile tracings obtained for points on the
major axis of the galaxy IC
IC 5063
5063 at various distances from the centre of the
><
nucleus. As the line
line again
again conactive nucleus.
==>
.....J
tains contributions
contributions of different volumes
volumes
u....
line widths and radial
radial vewith different line
.....J
-0',' 5
UJ
locities, the NLR profile changes with
locities,
0:::
distance from the centre.
centre. A surprising
surprising
detail of Figure
Figure 2 is the fact that the
detail
profile observed
observed at the centre
centre is relativerelatively narrow,
narrow, while conspicuous broad
broad line
line
Iy
lf.'5 (corre(correwings are present about 1':5
sponding to about 500 pe
pc at the disIC 5063)
5063) NW of the dynamical
dynamical
tance of IC
centre.
centre. By separating
separating the observed
observed pro-1',' 5
individual emission compofiles into individual
nents,
nents, it can be shown
shown that the broad
broad
WEST
wings are produced
produced by a local
local emission
emission
region with a velocity width of about
region
900 km
s-' (cf.
(cf. [4]).
[4]). Such broad line
line
km S-1
WAVELENGTH
expected to form only
components are expected
in the central
central regions
regions of AGNs. The fact
in
Figure
Figure 2:
2: Emission-line
Emission-line profiles at different angular displacements from
from the core of IC 5063.
5063.
that such
such a broad
broad emission profile is
region far outside the
found from a region
centre strongly suggests that we observe nuclear light which is scattered by
serve
ical conditions. As most of these emisdust clouds which are located
ical
located outside
duce a point in
in the centre
centre of each
each of the
sion components are concentrated in
ich are exin the nuclear
nuclear region
region and
and wh
which
images, while an
an extended monotwo images,
posed to radiation
radiation from the nucleus.
nucleus.
the innermost two arcseconds of the
posed
chromatic source would produce a vernucleus
Since no broad
nucleus they cannot be resolved
resolved on dibroad wings are detected in
in
tical line.
ticalline.
radiation reaching
reaching us from the directhe radiation
1, due to the vioAs shown in
in Figure
Figure 1,
rect images
images but become visible only on
reet
tion of the nucleus,
motion of the nuclear gas the line
line long slit spectrograms of sufficient
nucleus, we again
again have
have to
lent motion
conclude that along our line
line of sight the
emission is distributed
distributed over a significant
emission
resolution.
spectral resolution.
and
AGN is hidden by dust and
velocity range,
[3]) core of the AGN
range, producing
producing the characA more
more detailed investigation (cf.
(cf. [3])
radiation is able to
teristic complex line
line profiles of the NLR
shows that most of the emission
emission line
line that only indirect radiation
reach us at visible wavelengths.
wavelengths.
reach
[2]). Moreover,
Moreover, the emission
emission is also
(cf. [2]).
(cf.
regions seen
seen in
in Figure
Figure 1 correspond to
regions
smeared out in
in spatial direction. AlAIsmeared
measurably
measurably extended volumes of gas.
though atmospheric seeing
seeing contributes
Only the strongest component shows
Connection
The ENLR Connection
spatial extension,
extension, Figure
Figure 11 (obto this spatial
distribution of an
the angular intensity distribution
In
In addition
addition to producing scattered
0':8 seeing)
tained with :s
50f.'8
seeing) clearly shows
unresolved
unresolved point source. This compolight,
light, the intense
intense radiation
radiation field of the
much of the observed
observed spatial
spatial extent
that much
nent must correspond to the true Seyis caused
nucleus. Surprisingly,
Surprisingly, the nuclear AGNs can also ionize
ionize the interstellar
interstellar
caused by the superposition of indifert nucleus.
vidual
vidual emission
emission regions
regions with different
emission,
matter of their host galaxies.
emission, although projected
projected on the dygalaxies. Depending
Depending
spatial locations. The
on the UV flux and the matter distribuvelocities and spatial
namical centre of the galaxy,
galaxy, does not
namical
relative intensities of the
highly different relative
ionization effect may be signifihave
have the systemic velocity of the galaxy tion, the ionization
in the two line
individual components in
cant even
even at distances of many kpc from
from
but shows a velocity shift of more than
images show that the emitting
200 km
profile images
s-'. This
This velocity shift is even
even the nucleus.
km S-1.
nucleus. The resulting
resulting "extended
gas volumes vary greatly in
in their physmore conspicuous in
narrow
(ENLRs) show the
in the tracing of the
narrow line regions" (ENLRs)

5040
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5050

5060
[ÄJ

5070

5080

radiation from the centre
radiation
centre of this AGN is
visible in our line of sight.
sight.

NGC

Figure 3: Fa/sa-c%ur
False-colour map of tha
the extandad
extended (Dill)
[0111] emission
Figure
emission of NGC 5728.
5728.

(nonthermal) ionization
same (nonthermal)
ionization characteristics
nuclear NLRs (and
(and thus
teristics as the nuclear
are
distinguished from normal
normal H II
are easily distinguished
n
regions), but (due
internal veregions),
(due to lower internal
locities) differ from the NLRs
much
locities)
NLAs by much
profiles.
narrower line profiles.
Figure 33 shows the ENLR of NGC
Figure
5728 as outlined
outlined by its [OIU)
[OIII] emission.
emission.
As demonstrated
by the figura,
figure, most 01
of
demonstrated by
observed ENLA
ENLR emission is found
in
the obsarved
found in
relativelv narrow
narrow cones extendina
two relatively
extending
towards
from
towards the SE and NW directions fror;
the nucleus.
nucleus. Interestingly,
Interestingly, the axis defined by these two cones also coincides
in projection)
projection) with a jet-like rere(at least in
[5]).
gion of enhanced
enhanced radio
radio emission
emission (cf.
(cf. [5)).
Such coaxia!
coaxial morphologies
have also
also
Such
morphologies have
been found
been
found for other AGNs and have
been interpreted
interpreted as evidence for central
central
been
radiation fields
fields and
and relativistic
relativistic particle
partide
radiation
flows
parallel to the roIlows directed mainly parallel
tation
of the nucleus,
nucleus, while the raditation axis 01
ation perpendicular
perpendicular to the rotation
rotation axis
ation
byaa disk of dusty gas clouds.
clouds.
is blocked
blocked by
correct, and
and if the
is correct,
If this explanation
explanation is
radiation
NGC 5728 are indeed
indeed
radiation cones of NGC
oriented as suggested
suggested by Figure
Figure 3,
is
3, it is
oriented
obviously no surprise
obviously
surprise that little direct

Infrared
Infra
red Imaging
Imaging
Since the scattering
scauering and
and absorption
cross sections
sections of typical
typical interstellar
interstellar dust
grains decrease
with
increasing
decrease
with
wavelengths,
wavelengths, dust absorption is most
severe in blue
blue images of galaxies and
and
becomes
less important at red
becomes less
red and infrared wavelengths.
Therefore, dust abwavelengths. Therefore,
sorption features are usually traced
most efficiently
efficiently by means of "ratio images" which are generated
generated by calculating the ratios
of corresponding
pixels of
corresponding pixels
ratios 01
two images
images obtained at different
wavelengths.
example, showing the
wavelengths. An example,
ratio betwoon
between a visual
(V-band) image
visual (V-band)
and
near-infrared (I-band)
and near·infrared
(I-band) image
image of IC
5063 (observed
(observed by C. Mollenhoff
Möllanhoff and P.
Surma),
in Figure
Surma), is given in
Figura 4. As the dust
absorption
I-band (coris weaker in
in the I-band
(corabsorption is
responding
responding to about 0.85 pm)
j.tm) than
in the V-image
in
V-image (central
(central wavelength
wavalength
-0.55
pm) dust features appear darker
=
0.55 11m)
in
image. Figure
Figure 4 shows a
in the ratio
ratio image.
particularly
lane just
particularly prominent dust lane
north
nucleus. Since it almost
north of the nudeus.
coincides with the nucleus,
certainly
coincides
nucleus, it certainly
affects the light reaching us from the
itself
galaxy. The nucleus
nucleus itsell
core of this galaxy.
appears in
ratio image
in the ratio
image as a double
peak. This is
is readily
readily
bv
explained
by the
Ihe
- explained
.
fact that its visual
(die to
is (due
visual image
image is
stronger dust absorption)
absorption) and a stronger
contribution of extended
extended line emission in
imaae
the V-band)
V-band} elonaated
elongated while its I image
.,
more circular.
is more
circular. -

I

L

Figure 4: V/I
V/l ratio
central part of
5063. Tha
The image
Figura
ratio map of the centra/
0' IC 5063.
image covers about 2'
2' x 2!5.
2:5. North
North is
up,
up, east
aast to the left
left.
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Figure6:6: False-c%ur
False-colourmap
map o(
of the
theBrackett-gamma
Brackett-gammaemission
emission from
from the
thecore
coreo(
of NGC
NGC 1088.
1068.The
The
Figure
continuum
by means
meanso(
ofan
animage
imageobtained
obtainedin
in an
anadjacent
adjacent narrOw
narrow line-(ree
line-free
continuumhas
hasbeen
beensubtracted
subtractedby
continuum
38" xx 48-.
48:
continuumband.
band. The
Theimage
image covetS
covers aa field
field o(
of 38'

/

'

,,'
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"
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b

used
used ESO's
ESO's new
new IRAC
IRAC infrared
infrared array
array
camera
[6], (7J)
[7]) to
to obtain
obtain images
images of
of
camera (cf.
(cf. [6),
several dusty
dusty Seyfert
Seyfert nuclei
nuclei in
in Ihe
the JJ
several
(1.25
(1.25 Ilm),
pm), H
H (1.65
(1.65 j.lmj,
pm), and
and KK (2.2
(2.2 j.lm)
pm)
bands. Because
Becauseof
of poor
poor wealher
weather condicondibands.
tions and
and various
various teehnieal
technical defieieneies
deficiencies
tions
)
of the
the 32
32 xx 32
32 pixel
pixelHgCdTe
HgCdTearray
array availavailof
able to
to us,
us, our
our run
run was
was only
only aa partial
partial
able
suecess.
success. In
In the
the ease
case of
of NGC
NGC 5728
5728 only
only
"\ ,",
.....
S/N
could
J-band
images
of
suffieienl
J-band
images
of
sufficient
SIN
could
~~'-"(
.....
be oblained.
obtained. The
The IC
IC 5063
5063 observations
observations
be
:".,
1\
were more
more successful,
successful, yielding
yielding images
images
were
(\
, ....,
of
reasonably
good
SIN
in
all
three
conof
reasonably
good
S/N
in
all
three
con-"." "'.' .. "-·,..f'·
tinuum
tinuum bands
bands and
and wilh
with different
different field
field
Je
5063
.1:',
sizes.
sizes.
H (1.65,,)
Examples of
of isophote
isophote maps
maps derived
derived
Examples
IR images
imagesof
of Ihe
the eore
core regions
regions
from our
our IR
from
-5.0"
00 +2.5"
-5.0" -2.5"
-2.5"
+2.5" +5.0"
+5.0"
of
NGC
5728
and
IC
5063
are
presented
NGC
5728
and
IC
5063
are
presenled
of
Figura
Figure5:5: Examples
Examplesof
ofbroad-band
broad-bandimages
imagesof
of
inin Figure
Figure5a
5 a and
and c.c. InIn Figure
Figure5b
5 b we
we
lC5063.
5063.
thecores
cores0'
of NGC
NGC5728
5728and
and IC
the
showfor
foreomparison
comparisonaaV-band
V-band isophote
isophote
show
mapof
of Ihe
the same
same area
area of
of IC
IC5063.
5063. 80lh
Both
map
IR
IR isophole
isophote maps
maps are
are based
basedon
on images
images
obtained with
with eircular
circular pixels
pixels of
of about
about
oblained
0'116 diameter
diameter with
with aa 0':5
0'15 spacing.
spacing. The
The
The
Theratio
ratioimage
imageof
ofFigura
Figure44 shows
showsthai
that 0':16
(FWHM) resolution
resolution (limiled
(limited by
by the
the seeseeI-band images
images (corresponding
(corresponding 10
to the
the (FWHM)
I-band
ing)isis aboul
about 11'12.
The VV map
map(based
(basedon
on
~2. The
longest wavelenglh
wavelength band
band thai
that can
can be
be ing)
langest
0'135densely
denselypacked
packedand
andquadralie
quadraticpixpixefficientlyobserved
observedwith
with normal
normalSi
SieCD
CCD 0':35
efficiently
els)has
hasaresolution
a resolutionof
of aboul
about 11'15.
~5.
detectors)
detectors) are
are clearly
clearly lass
less affecled
affected by
by els)
As 1I1ustrated
illustratedby
by Figure
Figure4,4, ininIhe
the ease
case
As
dust
dust absorption
absorption Ihan
than blue
blue and
and visual
visual
ofNGC
NGC5728
5728most
mostof
ofthe
theobserved
observedradiradiimages.
images.However,
However,aadetailed
detailedanalysis
analysisof
of of
ationininthe
the 1.2
1.2!-Im
ym band
bandisisemitted
emittedfrom
from
our I-image
I-image shows
shows thai
that Ihe
the dust
dust lanes
lanes ation
aur
slightly elongated
elongated exlended
extended region
region
can still
still be
be traced
traced even
even at
at these
these aa slightly
can
with an
an average
average diameter
diameter of
of about
about 7"
wavelengths
wavelengths and
and thai
that the
the morphology
morphology with
(corresponding10
to about
about 22kpe).
kpc).This
This rereseen
seen inin the
the I-band
I-band image
image isis still
still influinflu- (corresponding
gion agrees
agrees weil
well (in
(in size,
size, shape
shape and
and
enced
enced by
by the
the dust
dust absorption.
absorption. InIn order
order gion
orientation)with
with the
thearea
areainside
insidethe
the ring
ring
to look
look behind
behind the
the dust,
dust, one
one obviously
obviously orienlalionj
to
of gas
gas and
and stars
stars which
which delineates
delineates Ihe
the
has 10
to observe
observe at
at even
even longer
longer of
has
coreof
of NGC
NGC5728
5728on
onoptical
opticalimages
images(cf.
(cf.
wavelengths. Therefore,
Therefore, we
we recently
recently care
wavelenglhs.
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[3]). Allhough
Although the
the J-band
J-band emission
emission
(3)).
reaches its
its maximum
maximum intensity
intensity inin the
the
reaches
centre, no
no dislinct
distinct point
point source
source corre·
correcentre,
sponding to
to the
the nueleus
nucleus can
can be
be dedesponding
tected. The
The {in
(in Figure
Figure55 omitted}
omitted) lowerlowerlecled.
intensity ouler
outer cantours
contours of
of the
the J-band
J-band
inlensity
intensity dislribution
distribution become
become elongaled
elongated
inlensily
along the
the (NE-SW)
(NE-SW) Major
Major axis
axis of
of the
the
along
galaxy,
indicating
low-level
galaxy,
indicaling
aa
low-Ievel
background produced
produced by
by Ihe
the slellar
stellar
background
component. The
The extended
extended IR
IR radiation
radiation
component.
from the
the core
core region
region isis probably
probably also
also
from
dominated by
by starlight,
starlight, although
although exexdominated
tendedline
lineemission
emission(e.
(e.g.
g.of
ofthe
thePaschen
Paschen
tended
lines of
of hydrogen)
hydrogen)may
may conlribute.
contribute.
lines
More interesting
interesting are
are the
the maps
maps obobMore
tainedfor
for IC
IC5063.
5063. In
Inall
all three
three IR-bands
IR-bands
tained
the observed
observed radiation
radiation was
was found
found to
to
the
consistof
of three
threedislincl
distinctcomponents.
components.As
As
consist
illustrated by
by Figure
Figure55c,
the outer
outer conconillustrated
c, the
toursshow
showan
an elongation
elongationalong
along1he
the mamatours
jor axis
axis of
of the
the galaxy.
galaxy. The
The correspondcorrespondjor
ing low-Ievel
low-level exlended
extended emission
emission again
again
ing
seemsto
to originate
originatefrom
from the
thestellar
stellareomcomseems
ponent. Superimposed
Superimposedisis aa small,
small, about
about
ponent.
circular extended
extended{diameter
(diameter ""'4'1
-4") region
region
circular
which surrounds
surrounds aa prominent
prominent unreunrewhich
solved eentral
central point
point souree.
source. There
There
solved
seemsto
tobe
beliltle
littledoubt
doubtthat
thatIhis
thisIR
IRpoint
point
seems
source eorresponds
corresponds to
to Ihe
the Seyfert
Seyfert nunusouree
cleusof
of IC
IC5063.
5063.AAeomparison
comparisonof
of the
theVV
cleus
andthe
the HH maps
mapsof
of Figure
Figure55 shows
showsthat
that
and
the eonspieuous
conspicuous isophole
isophote distortion
distortion by
by
the
the dust
dust lanes
lanes visible
visible inin the
the VV map
map
the
IR image,
image,
cannot be
be deteeted
detected inin the
the IR
eannot
suggesting that
that absorption
absorption by
by these
these
suggesting
features isis no
no longer
longer signifieant
significant at
at this
this
features
wavelength. However,
However, this
this has
has to
to be
be
wavelength.

confirmed by a more detailed analysis of
all three infrared frames.
The physical interpretation of the observed extended nuclear IR emission of
IC 5063 is again complicated by the
presence of emission lines in the three
Aseparation
observed infrared bands. A
separation
of the line and continuum contribution
requires narrower pass bands. Such
realized with the
narrow bands can be realized
(CVF) of the IRAC
circular variable filter (CVF)
camera. However, the detector noise of
camera.
the present array limits this mode of
operation to relatively bright objects.
From published IR line fluxes only the
From
1068
nearby Seyfert 2 galaxy NGC 1068
appeared to be bright enough to
attempt CVF observations. As this
galaxy also belongs to the AGNs with
(cf. [8])
[8]) NGC
evidence for a hidden core (cf.
1068 was also included
included in our programme.
gramme.
Our broad-band IR images of NGC
1068 show qualitatively similar proper-

ties as the IC 5063 frames. We again
observe a bright unresolved nucleus
surrounded by extended emission. Surprisingly, our narrow-band CVF images
in line-free IR continuum bands turned
out to be quite different. These images
show the unresolved central nucleus but
practically no detectable continuum
radiation from an extended circumnuclear region.
region. On the other hand,
hand, as
demonstated by the Brackett-gamma
Figure 6, in the
reproduced in Figure
line image reproduced
light of the IR emission lines we clearly
see also extended emission surrounding
nucleus. Hence,
Hence, in the case of NGC
the nucleus.
1068 it seems clear that at least most of
the extended circumnuclear IR emission
is caused by line emitting gas.
Our results for NGC 1068 clearly
demonstrate the potential of narrowband IR imaging for studies of nearby
Hopefully, improved array detecAGNs. Hopefully,
tors and larger telescopes will make it
possible to apply this technique in the

future also to other active galaxies including the hidden cores discussed in
the first chapters of this paper.
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Introduetion
Introduction
The study of the large-scale structure
of the universe
universe provides direct constraints on
on the initial
initial form of the density
fluctuations from
from which
which galaxies, clusters and
and superclusters formed.
formed. This
This can
can
be
be achieved
achieved by mapping
mapping the large-scale
large-scale
galaxy
galaxy distribution, with the assumption
that light is
is a good
good tracer of the underlyunderlying
ing mass
mass distribution. To compare our
maps
maps with the theory, we need
need to extract some numbers describing their
properties in
in a statistical sense.
sense. One
One of
the
the main
main properties which
which are
are of interest
interest
in
e. how
clustering, i.i.e.
how the
the
in this sense
sense is
is clustering,
distribution of objects differs from
from a ranrandom
dom sampie.
sample. This
This is
is of great
great importimportance,
ance, since
since theories usually
usually give
give precise
precise
predictions about the
the level
level of c1ustering
clustering
on
on different scales.
scales.
The
The most
most popular statistical
statistical estimator
of c1ustering
clustering is
is certainly
certainly the
the two-point
spatial
E(r), that
spatial correlation function
function ~(r),
measures
measures the
the probability in
in excess
excess of
random
random of finding
finding two objects
objects at a separation
aration rr (see
(see Peebles,
Peebles, 1980).
1980). One
One of the
the
most
most remarkable
remarkable results
results obtained
obtained in
in the
the
last
last few
few years
years is
is that
that the
the two-point corcorrelation
relation function
function for clusters
clusters of galaxies
galaxies

(~cc)
(&,
) is about 15
15 times stronger than that
('g,,) (see
(see Bahcall,
Bahcall, 1988).
1988).
galaxies (~gg)
for galaxies
This observation is
is one piece
piece of evidence that has
has prompted
prompted the idea
idea of
biased galaxy formation (Kaiser,
(Kaiser, 1984)
1984)
biased
and
and indicates
indicates that neither
neither galaxies
galaxies nor
clusters can
can both
both be
be tracers of the mass
mass
In the context of models of
distribution. In
galaxy
cold
galaxy formation the "standard cold
dark matter" model
model (CDM)
(CDM) fails to proprovide enough
enough power on
on cluster scales
scales
Egg
when normalized
normalized to fit the observed
observed ~gg
when
(White
(White et al.,
al., 1987).
1987).
Given
Given the
the prime
prime importance of this
this
observation, itit is
is extraordinary
extraordinary that we
we
observation,
still
still rely
rely on
on estimates
estimates of the
the cluster corcorrelation
relation function
function based
based on
on "eyeball"
"eyeball" catcatalogues
alogues of clusters,
clusters, namely
namely the
the Abell
Abell
(1957)
(1957) and
and Abell,
Abell, Corwin,
Corwin, Olowin
Olowin (ACO,
(ACO,
1989)
1989) lists.
lists. Evidence
Evidence has
has been
been
accumulating about systematic and
and ununpresent in
in
quantifiable selection effects present
such
such visual
visual compilations, giving
giving rise
rise to
to
Ecc
on the
the reality
reality of the
the observed
observed ~cc
doubts on
(Sutherland,
(Sutherland, 1988,
1988, and
and see
see Dekel,
Dekel, 1989
1989
for discussion).
discussion). With
With these
these uncertainties
uncertainties
Ecc from
from aa
in mind,
mind, the
the estimation
estimation of ~cc
in
e. autoredshift
redshift survey
survey of objectively (i.
(i.e.
automatically)
matically) detected
detected clusters
clusters is
is long
long overover-

In 1988
1988 we started
started at ESO
ESO a redreddue. In
based on an
an automatic
shift survey based
sample
rich clusters extracted
extracted from
from
sam
pie of rich
EdinburghIDurham Southern
Southern Galaxy
Galaxy
the EdinburghlDurham
Catalogue. The results
results (so
(so far)
far) have
have
Catalogue.
been very successful,
successful, and
and in
in this note
note
been
would like
like to report on
on the present
present
we would
status of the project.

Automatic Catalogue
Catalogue
The Automatie
of Clusters
ofClusters
mentioned, the cluster catalogue
catalogue
As mentioned,
has been
been extracted
extracted from
from the
the Edinburgh/
Edinburgh1
has
Durham Southern
Southern Galaxy
Galaxy Catalogue
Catalogue
Durham
large(EDSGC), one
one of the
the first ever large(EDSGC),
scale machine-based
machine-based optical
optical galaxy
galaxy
scale
catalogues. This
This galaxy
galaxy survey
survey has
has been
been
catalogues.
constructed using
using the
the COSMOS
COSMOS highhighconstructed
speed microdensitometer,
microdensitometer, and
and consists
consists
speed
survey plates
plates
60 UK
UK Schmidt JJ survey
of 60
centred at the
the South
South Galactic
Galactic Pole.
Pole. The
The
centred
galaxy catalogue covers
covers an
an area
area of 0.5
0.5
galaxy
steradians to
to a limiting
limiting magnitude
magnitude of bb,j ==
steradians
20, with a total
total of ~ 1.5 million
million galaxies,
galaxies,
20,
> 95
95 %
% completeness
completeness and
and <
< 10%
10%
with >
with
Heydon-Dumb(see Heydon-Dumbstar contamination (see
Collins and
and MacGillivray,
MacGillivray, 1989
1989 for
for
leton, Collins
leton,
details). The
The EDSGC
EDSGC represents
represents an
an ideal
ideal
details).
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